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ACTING on Instant PROVOCATION … 

 

 March 6, 2018 

 

No worries if you find a past similar case in your life. God heals. The Holy Spirit guided me to 

read and meditate on these words for more than nine hundred times, “Be quick to hear, but slow 

to answer” (Sirach 5:11). From personal experiences, especially, mistakes in my growth-

process, after reading this verse of the Scripture is, my own conclusion is, “Do not give way to 

your anger too soon so that you do live grieving too long.” May this reflection cause many to 

have a happier future and strengthen many marriages. Most of the things we go through now 

could have been avoided if proper wisdom was applied at the moment of offense. Little 

provocations can cause us the whole lot of our wealth or future serenity. 

 

I recall a certain man who was so upset with a little rat (mouse) that had cut off important cables 

of electronic systems in his house that he decided to punish the rat by slow death. When he 

caught the rat, he poured gasoline (fuel) on it; set the rat running and threw fire on it. The little 

rat, now under flames, rather than run into the bush where the man had intended, diverted right 

into his garage where the man had stored containers of gasoline. The whole house was set 

ablaze, leaving both the man and the rat without a house. 

 

Many persons from Nigeria know this other story, though knowing it has not stopped the 

incidence repeating itself. The husband and wife were in verbal fight, and the wife said 

something truly hurting to the husband. The husband had a sort of teeth sticking out of his 

mouth, no fault of his, and sincerely, it is unfair to use a person’s defect to run him/her down. 

Anyway, as the verbal fight heated up, the woman said, “I could have married other suitors who 

wanted to marry me. I do not blame you. I caused it, marrying you with your teeth sticking out 

like goat’s teeth.” The man could not handle this verbal assault. He punched the wife so heavily 

with his fist. The wife fell and died instantly. Then, the man threw himself on the ground 

wailing, grieving, “It would have been better to accept that my teeth is this way than to have my 

wife dead” (poorly translated, though). But she is gone. 

 

Many marriages are frustrated by bad words some couples say to each, not really because of 

lack of material things. There are words that extinguish the fire of love, and thus can become 

lethal weapons against marriages. I had counseled and persuaded two different women to let go 

and reconcile with their husbands to no avail. Men should understand that God has made 

women in such a way that they should be appreciated and dignified by their husbands. When a 

husband undermines the wife with words, it could make the woman to lose sense of dignity, 

thus, cascading into other consequences. Two of them had mentioned that their husband had 

used a very humiliating word when they quarreled, “I don’t blame you to sleep with you, with 

all your body odor.” These words extinguished much of the love they had for their husbands. I 

know it’s getting hot here, please do not leave this page yet; I wish I could have been politer. 
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I leave us to draw our personal lessons from these instances; nevertheless, I recommend that it 

could be of help to go through Sir.5:11 (over and over again). Remember that feeling 

inconsolably guilty after reading this reflection, is not what the Holy Spirit wants; if our heart 

convicts us of any of these cases; only repentance and new resolution can please God. 

 

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 

 
 

 
 


